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LESSON #5: Learn to write for a few, not one.

Not an action film, but not quite a chick flick either.  This film 
left me wondering how the writer managed to create such serene 
characters, yet developed enough drama to sustain a soup opera for 
years. 

Richard Curtis is responsible for writing such films as the Bean 
movies, Love Actually, and the screenplay for both Bridget Jones 
films.  Curtis has a quality that many writers (and directors) should 
keep in mind when developing their characters, creating a unity 
between them. Often times the average movie watcher may not like 
a film, it would never occur to them that the character’s they had 
just watched were not meant to be in the same room together. 

Four weddings was elegant genius, making anyone want to hope on 
a plane and find the people in this film.

Four Weddings &
a Funeral (1994)
Directed: Mike Newell

Written: Richard Curtis

LESSON #7: Cinematography will win many.

The story itself  could be a “take it or leave it” kind of  deal. But mix enchant-

ing music, modern art, with burgundy hues and you’ve got yourself  a moving 

masterpiece. 

Amelie is a simple story about a 20 something french girl who decides to do 

good deeds for people. Told with an immense amount of  elegance, you’d be 

about as lively as a rock not to be changed for the better by seeing this movie. 

Sure, it won’t turn you into mother Theresa but you’ll certainly feel like you’ve 

received a special  treat.

Amelie received numerous Academy Award nominations for cinematography, 

screenplay, art and set directions. This movie was seen as a work of  art, proving 

that if  the minor details such as look and sound are addressed, a film could do 

great things.

Dead Calm (1989)
Directed: Phillip Noyce

Written: 

Charles Williams

Amelie (2001)
Directed: 

Jean-Pierre Jeunet

LESSON #6: Never underestimate a GOOD female lead.

Being the only film I can watch Nicole Kidman in, this film has to be an ex-

ample for many film makers. The plot is quite simple: Married couple faces 

tragedy and sets sail to the high seas for a vacation getaway.  Enter a crazy 

ocean drifter (played by Billy Zane) who terrorizes Kidman after throwing 

her husband over board.

Many of  the film listed so far have one thing in common with this film, they 

allowed their actors to sell the story. Kidman was at her best in the film play-

ing a woman trying to stay alive while her husband is trying to get back to 

her.  The magic of  this film is the simple story, based on the novel by Charles 

Williams. The is small, but dynamic and leaves you with the feeling you’ve 

been on a ride

By:
Devon Thames



LESSON #4: Nothing says blockbuster like a curse.

Research on the making of  this film and the comic book it derived 
from would indicate this story was born out of  bad luck. Author 
James O’Barr wrote the comic book after his girlfriend was killed 
by a drunk driver.  A few crew members suffered some unsettling 
accidents on the set. And Brandon Lee, the film’s star, was shot and 
killed while filming some of  his final scenes. 

Despite many crushing setbacks, the director managed to pull the 
film together with haunting results. Due to Lee’s untimely and 
questionable death on the set, many views flocked to see his last 
film. Which was ironically about a man who is brought back from 
the dead to avenge he and his girlfriend’s murder. While I don’t 
condone killing someone on your set, a fated movie is always of  
interest to the public.

LESSON #1: Lack of  money isn’t so bad!

Considered a cult classic, this film never achieved block-
buster status. Regardless, it eventually served as a launch-
ing pad for director Sam Raimi, who would eventually 
direct the Spiderman Trilogy. 

Mega blockbuster films are expected to return a profit, 
hence the term movie “business”.

Evil Dead 2 gets credit for originality, telling a horror 
story so far fetched, it’s hilarious. Sam Raimi made this 
on a shoe string budget (and it shows). Everything from 
the green blood to the ridiculous key phrases makes this 
film a piece of  work. Boomstick anyone!

LESSON #3: Character Teamwork always works!

This movie is one of  the greatest horror/sci-fi films of  all time. 
Backed by a major film studio, this movie’s issue wasn’t money but 
location and technology. The film centers around a group of  scien-
tist who head to the Antarctica to conduct research. They end  up 
coming across an alien who can shape shift into anything it desires... 
and it wants all of  them.

Originally written as a short story by John W. Campbell Jr., screen-
writer Bill Lancaster would morph this story into an exceptional 
well written film. The dialogue and the actions were directed and 
acted so well that casted seemed like the perfect fit. Though it 
would be rare to see an all male cast again, this movie made me 
believe that they may have been a key factor to this films success. 
Though a remake has been threatened, most fans feel it’s impossible 
to improve perfection. 

LESSON #2: When in doubt, borrow an accomphlished writer’s 
work.

Mysterious, eerie, and profound can all be used to describe the film that won 

me over for the director’s efforts alone. Gore Verbinski collaborated with 

Dreamworks to uniquely create and market a Japanese remake. Retaining it’s 

foreign feel while adding an American twist. It was the cinematography of  the 

film that gave the story an extra twist of  horror.

The Ring is about a journalist and single mom who sets out to investigate the 

mysterious death of  her niece.  Her fearless behavior uncovers a demonic tape 

of  sorts that eventually takes over the lives of  herself  and her young son. All for 

seven days.

The look of  the film was reportedly inspired by Andrew Wyett’s work, a realist 

painter of  the 20th century. This, in combination with acting the of  Naomi 

Watts, Martin Henderson, and David Dorfman made for the evoking of  

intense fear. 

Movies Elements

Evil Dead 2 (1986)
Written & 
Directed by: 
Sam Raimi

The Thing (1982)
Directed: John Carpenter

Written: Bill Lancaster

The Ring (2002)
Directed: Gore Verbinski

Written: Koji Suzuki

The Crow (1994)
Directed: Alex Proyas

Written: James O’Barr

It takes a certain type of  person 
to make a film...and it takes a rare 
individual to make a great one.  
Whether you agree or not with list, 
hopefully this will make you think 
about what make a film a con-
tribution to the world in reflects. 
Here are some elements demon-
strated in film’s from the past, 
and why they remain successful to 
this day.


